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ABSTRACT
The Nexus-PORTAL-DOORS System (NPDS) has
been designed with the Hierarchically Distributed Mobile Metadata (HDMM) architectural style to provide an infrastructure system for managing both lexical and semantic metadata about both virtual and
physical entities. We describe here how compatibility between version 0.9 of the NPDS schema, the new
NPDS-interfacing ontologies, and the domain-specific
concept-validating hypothesis-exploring ontologies allows NPDS to bootstrap the semantic web onto the
more developed lexical web. We then describe how
this system will serve as the foundation of a planned
platform for automated meta-analysis.
Keywords: Nexus-PORTAL-DOORS System,
concept-validating ontology, hypothesis-exploring ontology, semantic web, message exchange, metadata
management.

NPDS services. Analogous to the Internet Registry
Information Service (IRIS) and Domain Name System (DNS) protocols, NPDS implements the Hierarchically Distributed Mobile Metadata (HDMM) architectural style to deliver accurate information with
low latency [15]. Servers of the same type can form
a hierarchy with primary servers that maintain master copies of records and that distribute them to secondary and caching servers. Components of the NPDS
can communicate with each other and with web applications that retrieve records from them via a consistent RESTful web service API. The NPDS specification does not include the registrars through which
human users or automated agents may register new
resources with a PORTAL registry. We have created
an example registrar service, Scribe, exposing a readwrite REST web service API.

2 PRIOR WORK
1 NEXUS-PORTAL-DOORS
SYSTEM
The Nexus-PORTAL-DOORS System (NPDS)offers
an approach by which individuals and organizations
can manage their own repositories of semantic and
lexical metadata about a problem domain of interest
and share metadata records via a common message
exchange format [18]. It consists of a metadata model
schema, messaging specification, and network architecture for servers that distribute metadata about
online and offline resources. NPDS includes four
types of servers: The PORTAL registry is a registry
for resource representations that include URI identifiers, names, text descriptions, keyword tags, controlled vocabulary term labels, and cross-references.
The DOORS directory is a directory for lookup of
URI identifiers for resources with online and offline
locations via their associated RDF descriptions. The
Nexus diristry is a PORTAL registry and DOORS
directory combined in a single server. The NPDS
components server is a collection for meta-data about

The first published description of the PORTALDOORS System introduced the PORTAL and
DOORS servers in order to promote synergy between lexical and semantic meta-data [18]. Version 0.6 introduced the Nexus server as a combined registry, directory, and registrar to simplify
implementation and use by combining all functionality into a single server for simpler implementation
[15]. Since then, we have worked with example implementations hosted at http://npds.portaldoors.
net/, http://npds.telegenetics.net/, and http:
//npds.brainhealthalliance.net/ to better understand the strengths and weaknesses of our approach
in realistic usage scenarios [19], [16], [13]. In the previous iteration, version 0.8, we introduced a streamlined read-only RESTful NPDS API for PORTAL registries, DOORS directories, and Nexus diristires and
a separate RESTful read-write API for Scribe registrars, simplifying development for client applications
that only need to retrieve records [5]. By assigning
each resource description a unique URI with resolvable URL from which it can be retrieved, using this

Figure 1: Example of typical work-flow in NPDS manual curation web application.
and other URLs for cross-references between records,
and delivering records using open web standards such
as XML and JSON, NPDS offers a more concrete and
structured realization of the ideals described in the
linked-data principles [1]. We hope that NPDS as a
distributed system will play a complementary role in
the linked data ecosystem interfacing with those systems that operate as centralized repositories such as
Wikidata [11] and domain-specific search of arbitrarily structured data such as DARPA’s Memex projects
[21]. In parallel with development of the NPDS specification itself, the example implementation of NPDS
has followed a step-by-step development process in
which each iteration has made fuller use of the system’s potential:
v0.5 First production code implementation of partial
PORTAL server functionality, partial DOORS
server functionality, and AJAX-enabled web application for record curation. Version 0.5.4 was
the last 0.5.* version published on 3/29/2009
[18].
v0.6 Implementation with ASP.net of RESTful web
service API and AJAX-enabled curation application [15] (Figure 1).
v0.7 Implementation of lexical PORTAL and semantic DOORS functionality and interoperability
with MeSH contolled vocabulary [19].

v0.8 Implementation of lexical-semantic Nexus
diristries and streamlined RESTful read-only
NPDS API and separate RESTful read-write
Scribe API [5].

3

NPD ONTOLOGIES

The Nexus, PORTAL, and DOORS (NPD) ontologies
bridge the gap between lexical metadata and semantic descriptions. Each server type is defined by an
authoritative XML Schema Description (XSD) that
describes the required fields each server must include
in the records published through it and the optional
fields for which NPDS client applications should check
(Table 1). For each XML schema, we derived a corresponding formal ontology representing the elements
of a Nexus, PORTAL, or DOORS record and the relationships among them in such a way that it is straightforward to convert key lexical metadata fields into a
semantic description of the resource. While the XML
semantics reuse paradigm informed our choice of formalisms, we chose not to algorithmically convert every defined XSD type to a corresponding OWL class
[7]. Instead, we selected the elements with information
that would serve key functions for client applications,
such as determining record provenance and currency
and identifying different semantic descriptions on separate servers as describing alternate features of the
same entity. Where appropriate, the NPD ontolo-

gies reference other widely used ontologies and map
terms to equivalent terms in those ontologies. For
example, the resource types in the Bibliographic Ontology (BIBO) are either equivalent to or subclasses of
subclasses of the NPD resource type class, ET_Type
based on the enumerated type of the same name in
the XML schema [6].

4 CONCEPT-VALIDATING
ONTOLOGIES
Large encyclopedic reference ontologies can be cumbersome for both users and developers. For users, especially those not versed in predicate logic, searching
through a large tree of classes and examining their
properties takes time and effort, especially when the
ontology does not include the exact concept for which
one is looking or a direct relationship between two
concepts of interest, thus requiring that the user cobble together a more complex query from the existing
classes and properties. For developers, updating nodes
in an ontology with hundreds or thousands of classes
and properties may introduce inconsistencies that are
difficult to resolve, making large ontologies more difficult to maintain. Organizing the encyclopedia of concepts into smaller, modular ontologies that cover the
lexicons of special topics makes both issues more manageable. A user can focus on searching for classes and
properties within a module of interest, and a developer
can work on a module with less danger of introducing
errors in other modules. This mode of thought has
driven the development of the original ManRay ontology [20] and many other ontologies including the OBO
Foundry ontologies, the Gene Ontology and Foundational Model of Anatomy, some of the most mature
and widely-used ontologies in the biomedical field [14].
Concurrently with the Nexus-PORTAL-DOORS
System, Brain Health Alliance has been developing
a collection of concept-validating ontologies founded
on this same principle. Early examples include the
ManRay ontology of nuclear medicine and diagnostic radiotracers [20] and the CTGaming ontology of
clinical telegaming [16]. Each such ontology defines
sufficient and necessary sets of concepts to which a
knowledge resource must relate in order to fall within
the scope of a particular problem domain. To add
concept-validating constraints to an NPDS server, a
domain expert takes URIs or plain text terms from
the ontology and groups them into expressions in conjunctive normal form, e.g. (sensory OR language OR
motor OR behavior) AND (onset) AND (neurodegenerative OR dementia) [13]. A record must feature at
least one item from each group. A server can use multiple tests with different types of tags or labels, in
which case the record need only pass one of the tests

to be valid [17].

5

HYPOTHESIS-EXPLORING
ONTOLOGIES

More recently, Brain Health Alliance has taken this
strategy a step further by introducing the hypothesisexploring ontology, a compact ontology that includes
only those concepts needed to describe the space of hypotheses regarding a well-defined scientific question.
The initial example of the hypothesis-exploring ontology is the Sensory-Onset, Language-Onset, MotorONset (SOLOMON) ontology, which includes concepts needed to describe hypotheses on the relationships between onset type, disease progression, genes,
brain regions, and proteinopathies in neurodegenerative diseases leading to cognitive decline and dementia [13]. As SOLOMON and ManRay illustrate,
unlike OBO Foundry ontologies, NPDS-interfacing
ontologies, whether only concept-validating or also
hypothesis-exploring, can overlap with each other.
The use of a canonical label as a unique identifier
makes it clear whether two descriptions are of the
same resource, even when they describe it using different ontologies. However, to avoid redundancy where it
serves no purpose, we include as modules within the
NPD ontologies terms of shared use to all conceptvalidating and hypothesis-exploring ontologies, such
as Hypothesis, DependentVariable, and IndependentVariable. We also map these terms to concepts in the
SWAN Biomedical Discourse Ontology [3].

6 USE-CASE EXAMPLE:
META-ANALYSIS
A Google Scholar search for “nucleus accumbens” returned 19,200 results published since 2011. Reading through the abstracts alone would take weeks or
months. Furthermore, 70% of results from such a
search are typically irrelevant, and 70% of relevant
results missing [12]. The herculean task of sifting
through these results often falls to the authors of literature review articles, valuable works that give readers new to a topic an overview of the current state
of a problem domain. A particularly valuable type
of literature review is the meta-analysis, which aggregates the effect sizes from numerous primary research articles testing the same hypothesis in order
to achieve greater statistical power than any one primary study achieves alone [4]. The lengthy process
of finding all the potentially relevant articles, selecting which ones are of sufficient novelty and quality
to merit inclusion, and synthesizing their results into
a coherent set of conclusions is often a difficult task

Figure 2: Flow of information between components in the proposed system for automated meta-analaysis
that takes time away from the authors’ own original research. In the field of cognitive neuroscience,
the greater statistical power meta-analysis can achieve
takes on special importance, because human subjects
are both the most difficult to obtain in large number
and the most variable in behavior. Although animal
models can help to uncover the low-level mechanisms
of neuronal function and even of collective behavior
at the tissue scale, the human brain is unique in the
animal kingdom, and an understanding of the relationship between genotype, gene expression, biochemistry,
anatomy, and behavior in the human brain requires
the study of human beings. Brain Health Alliance
is currently working to build a system for automated
meta-analysis atop the NPDS infrastructure. In addition to the NPDS and Scribe services themselves,
this system will consist of six components (Figure 2).
Web applications enabling curation of metadata provide a human-friendly user interface for the Scribe
registrars. Focused web crawlers retrieve information
about knowledge resources relevant to a problem domain from databases, search engines, and other resources [2]. Such programs can aid human curators
in populating NPDS servers with metadata. Natural
language processors translate natural language questions into SPARQL queries and output from statistical analysis packages into natural language answers

[9]. Hypothesis-exploring ontologies allow for more
direct translation of questions from domain experts
into SPARQL queries by providing a compact set of
the most relevant concepts and relationships referencing more comprehensive foundational and domain ontologies to allow for query expansion [13]. Inference
engines will expand queries and extract the relevant
information from semantic descriptions of resources
in DOORS or Nexus records [10]. Statistical analysis packages will compute aggregate effect sizes and
confidence intervals from the retrieved data [8].

7 CONCLUSION
Similar to previous versions of the Nexus-PORTALDOORS System, NPDS v0.9 provides an infrastructure system for the semantic web hybridized with
the lexical web. This current iteration brings NPDS
another step closer to bridging successfully the gap
between the lexical and semantic webs by interfacing with the NPD ontologies, which in turn interface
with domain-specific concept-validating hypothesisexploring ontologies. These compact and easily updated ontologies will be instrumental in developing
applications that perform semantic search for resources registered with NPDS, including applications
for automated meta-analysis.
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Table 1: Key elements of Nexus, PORTAL, and DOORS resource representations

